THE DEVIL TAKES HALF
by Leta Serafim
The bodies of a beautiful archaeologist and her young assistant are discovered at a dig on the Greek Island of Chios, leaving the chief of police to unravel the evil threatening his peaceful island.

THE HIDING PLACE
by C. J. Tudor
A teacher with a hidden agenda returns to a school he once attended to settle old scores, only to uncover a secret with dark, unimaginable consequences.

HOW IT HAPPENED
by Michael Koryta
After a troubled teen admits to her involvement in a brutal murder, an FBI investigator stakes his reputation on her confession only to have the information she provided prove false.

THE DEPARTMENT OF SENSITIVE CRIMES: A DETECTIVE VARG NOVEL
by Alexander McCall Smith
Tasked with the Swedish Police Department's most unusual cases, lead detective Ulf Varg investigates a bizarre stabbing, a lost imaginary boyfriend, and a haunted spa.

THE BITTERROOTS
by C. J. Box
Private investigator Cassie Dewell accepts a sexual assault defense case before her search for answers among twisted family loyalties reignites the ghosts of her past.

THE LOST MAN
by Jane Harper
Meeting at the fence separating their cattle ranches on an isolated belt of the Australian outback, two brothers navigate the haunting realities of the isolation that ended their third brother's life.

AND THEN YOU WERE GONE
by R. J. Jacobs
After fighting hard to control her bipolar disorder, Emily finds her sanity seeping away when she awakes after a boat outing with her boyfriend to find herself alone and adrift at sea.

BONE ON BONE
by Julia Keller
An investigation involving the suspicious deaths of a drug addict's parents is complicated by former deputy Jake Oakes' struggles to adjust to his physical challenges and Bell's grief over the loss of her sister.

THE STRANGER DIARIES
by Elly Griffiths
When her colleague and close friend is murdered, high-school English teacher Clare chronicles her suspicions about the case in her diary until one day she discovers a sinister message in it and fears that a dark story has come to terrifying life.

How it happened
by Sarah Pinborough
A devoted single parent hides the truth about her daughter's absent father and asks her best friend for help when challenges from her past threaten her daughter.

LITTLE COMFORT
by Edwin Hill
Harvard librarian Hester Thursby must track down charismatic—and deadly—con man Sam Blaine before he bilks another widow out of her life savings.

A DREAM OF DEATH
by Connie Berry
On a remote Scottish island, American antique dealer Kate Hamilton sleuths a killing that eerily replicates a murder still unsolved after 200 years.

LADY IN THE LAKE
by Laura Lippman
A divorced reporter in racially torn 1966 Baltimore triggers unanticipated consequences for vulnerable community members while investigating the murder of an African-American party girl.
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The man who came uptown
by George P Pelecanos
Unexpectedly released from jail, Michael Hudson struggles between loyalties to the person responsible for his freedom and the prison librarian who helped him develop a love of reading.

She lies in wait
by Gytha Lodge
Six friends who went camping come back as five. When the body of their missing friend is found three decades later, it’s clear one of them must be a killer.

Love & death in Burgundy
by Susan C Shea
American expat Katherine is drawn into the small but proud Burgundy village community’s secrets and begins to wonder who she can trust in the wake of an elderly neighbor’s suspicious death.

The good detective
by John McMahon
Struggling with his professional detachment after the death of his wife and son, once-promising detective P. T. Marsh is implicated in the death of an abusive man who is linked to a hate killing.

Agent running in the field
by John Le Carré
Desperate to resist the political turbulence of his 2018 London home, a young man establishes connections that lead him down a dark and dangerous path.

The collector’s apprentice
by Barbara A. Shapiro
Abandoned in 1922 Paris when she is wrongly accused of theft, 19-year-old Paulien changes her identity and is swept up in the expatriate art world of Gertrude Stein and Henri Matisse while working to recover her father’s stolen collection.

Hearts of the missing
by Carol Potenza
Follows the experiences of Pueblo Police Sergeant Nicky Matthews, who investigates a personally relevant case involving the serial murders of genetic members of the Fire-Sky tribe by a killer who also deliberately violates spiritual laws.

The black ascot
by Charles Todd
An unexpected tip leads inspector Rutledge on the trail of a suspect in the murder during the 1910 royal horserace honoring the late King Edward VII.

Little darlings
by Melanie Golding
After the traumatizing birth of her twins, an exhausted mother risks the unthinkable after becoming convinced that her infants have been replaced by changelings.

Kiss the girls and make them cry
by Mary Higgins Clark
A #MeToo investigative journalist discovers that the man who once sexually assaulted her has become a successful industrialist on the brink of a billion-dollar deal.

Twenty-one days
by Anne Perry
Daniel Pitt’s client, biographer Russell Graves, appears to have been framed for the murder of his wife, and Daniel has 21 days to find the truth before Graves hangs.

Murder in an English village
by Jessica Ellicott
The boisterous American Beryl couldn’t be less alike than the prim and proper British Edwina, but as sleuths in an England recovering from the Great War, they’re the perfect match to catch a killer.

The best bad things
by Katrina Marie Carrasco
Dismissed from the Pinkerton Detective Agency for going undercover as a man, a 19th-century espionage agent navigates multiple identities while tracking opium for an alluring smuggler.

Too close to breathe
by Olivia Kiernan
Investigating the suspicious death of a woman in a quiet Dublin suburb, Detective Sheehan receives a mysterious call that implies the killer is closer than anyone would like.

Stone cold heart
by Caz Frear
When a coffee-shop owner is implicated in the death of a young woman, DC Kinsella of the London Police investigates the suspect’s hostile wife to discern which of them is telling the truth.